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Abstract
TESTAR is a traversal-based and scriptless tool for test automation at the Graphical User
Interface (GUI) level. It is different from existing test approaches in that no test cases need to
be defined beforehand such that testing can start immediately. This paper presents an empirical
case study in a realistic industrial context where we compare TESTAR to a manual test approach
of a web-based application in the rail sector. Both qualitative and quantitative research methods
are used to investigate learnability, effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction. The results show
that TESTAR was able to detect more faults and higher functional test coverage than the used
manual test approach. As far as efficiency is concerned, the preparation time of both test
approaches is identical, but TESTAR can realize test execution without the use of human
resources. Finally, TESTAR turns out to be a learnable test approach. As a result of the study
described in this paper, TESTAR technology was successfully transferred and the company will
use both test approaches in a complementary way in the future.
Keywords: GUI test automation tools, TESTAR, compare test approaches, Industrial case
study, Technology Transfer, Railway sector.

1.

Introduction

Testing software at the Graphical User Interface (GUI) level is important to ensure realistic
tests [1]. The GUI represents a central juncture to the System Under Test (SUT) from where all
the functionality is accessed. Consequently, testing at the GUI level means operating the
application as a whole, i.e. the system’s components are tested in conjunction. Automated
testing at the GUI level, however, is difficult because GUIs are designed to be operated by
humans. Moreover, they are inherently non-static interfaces, subject to constant change caused
by functionality updates, usability enhancements, changing requirements or altered contexts.
This makes it very hard to develop and maintain automated test scripts. As a consequence,
today, most companies still resort to time-consuming and expensive manual testing [2, 3].
The state of the art for automated testing at the GUI level used in the industry is still
dominated by Capture and Replay (CR) tools [4-6]. The idea behind CR is that the tester records
(captures) test scripts once, by manually executing sequences of actions (like clicks, keystrokes,
drag and drop operations) that compose a test scenario. Subsequently, these scripts can be used
to automate future testing. However, since GUIs change frequently, recorded scripts easily
break and need to be maintained. Consequently, the maintenance cost can get really high and
the competence required from programmers can become an obstacle [7]. Due to this
maintenance problem, companies return to manual regression testing.
Other tools for testing automating at the GUI level are Visual Testing (VT) tools [8]. These
tools take advantage of image processing algorithms to simulate the operations carried out
manually by testers on the GUI. However, they do rely on the stability of the graphical
appearance of the GUI and require substantial computational resources for image processing.
Changes to the application often also involve changes to the GUI, hence also threatening the
visual approach because the current test cases based on the previous version of the SUT does
not work without maintenance [9].
A different approach to automate testing at the GUI level has been introduced by a tool
called TESTAR (TEST Automation at the user inteRface level) [1]. TESTAR does not only
automate test execution, it also automates the design of test cases. Moreover, it does this without
the need of test scripts. And when there are no scripts, these do not need to be maintained.
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The value of TESTAR in different industrial contexts has been investigated and compared,
to our knowledge, in four studies (discussed in Section 2). These ''which is better'' case studies
in realistic environments are powerful [10], even if there are a limited number of subjects
involved. Although they cannot achieve the scientific rigor of formal experiments and they will
never provide generalizable conclusions with statistical significance, the results can provide
sufficient information to help companies judge if a specific technology being evaluated will
benefit their organization. As Briand, Bianculli [11] indicate clearly, generalizability is
overrated. We need more of this type of context-driven software engineering research to reach
effective technology transfer of the academic result TESTAR to industry. Therefore, this paper
presents another study in another industrial context and domain.
The context of the study in this paper is that of an industrial collaboration between a rail
infrastructure company and an IT services company which is global leader in information
technology and outsourcing services. The rail infrastructure company is a Dutch enterprise that
has mission-critical software applications that ensure the daily train traffic control. Railway
tracks are controlled by train traffic controllers that use these complex real-time systems. Any
failure in one of these systems can cause millions of passengers to be stranded in the stations.
This again instantaneously causes the Railway companies to become breaking news about bad
performance. This company has a real need to automate testing at the GUI level in their context.
To this end the rail company already tried to implement a commercial Capture & Replay tool.
However, this test automation tool was abandoned due to the high maintenance costs. The
unique side of this sector is that there are complex chain of mission-critical systems and the
organization has bad experience with test automation due to maintenance problems regarding
test scripts and human factors. Motivated by a real need, TESTAR was challenged to test a
mission-critical web application called “Basis Gegevens Service” (BGS), which is in charge of
carefully saving train and rail data. Given the complexity of this application and its IT
landscape, the IT services company that developed BGS was committed to support the
implementation and research described in this paper.
The structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Then, Section 3
presents the methodology of the case study and provides further explanation of the context of
this study. In Section 4, the results are presented. Section 5 reflects on the methodological
issues, and Section 6 discusses the results and implications for practice and further research.
Finally, the conclusions of this study are drawn.

2.

Related work

As indicated before, there are currently four case studies that have been conducted to evaluate
TESTAR in different industrial contexts [12-14]. In these studies, mainly the efficiency and
effectiveness of TESTAR were investigated. The results of these case studies showed that in
some contexts TESTAR could improve the fault-finding effectiveness of current test suites. For
example, TESTAR detected 10 previously unknown faults, which were classified as critical by
the company Clave1 in [13]. In case of efficiency, we see that the preparation time of TESTAR
is almost similar in all studies compared to the other test automation approach. In the study at
SOFTEAM, learnability was also measured. Learnability seemed good to the subjects.
However, during the hands-on learning process, they found that developing of oracles was not
quite well understood. The need to do Java programming, causing some initial resistance. But
this resistance disappeared after explaining the need of the oracles and turned into some
enthusiasm to program oracles. Eventually, they were able to deliver a working version of
TESTAR with oracles far more sophisticated than the implicit oracles that are present in
TESTAR by default.
Based on these case studies and contexts, no general conclusions are possible. More research
is needed in different contexts. In this paper, we investigate TESTAR in another context in yet
another “which is better” case study and compare it to the manual test approach used in an
1
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industrial context of the rail sector with real application and subjects. It would have been
desirable to be able to compare TESTAR to another automation approach used in the company,
but unfortunately this context did not allow for that [15, 16].

3.
3.1.

Methodology
Case study design

Similar to the other studies, we use the methodological framework from [17], this framework
is based on well-known general case study design guidelines such as for example by Runeson
and Höst [18]. We focus on comparing variables for: effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction.
Moreover, we will investigate the learnability of a test approach, like was done in [8, 12, 19,
20]. This is because the case study company considers the learnability of test automation tools
important, because of knowledge management. The following sections describe the parts of
our design.
Objectives
The objective of our study is to measure the learnability, effectiveness, efficiency, and
satisfaction of TESTAR in the company as compared to their currently used manual testing
approach. The research questions are formulated below:
• RQ1: How does TESTAR contribute to the effectiveness of testing when it is used in the
described industrial context and compared to the current test approach?
• RQ2: What is the learnability of TESTAR for the test practitioners in the described industrial
context?
• RQ3: How does TESTAR contribute to the efficiency of testing when it is used in the
described industrial context and compared to the current test approach?
• RQ4: How satisfied are the testing practitioners with TESTAR when it is used in the described
industrial context and compared?
Objects of the case study
The SUT
This case study has been carried out at a rail infrastructure company within the Dutch rail sector.
This company has approximately 4000 employees and is responsible for controlling rail traffic
all over the Netherlands.
The SUT is the beforementioned BGS application that records basic information about
trains, which is required for the traffic controllers to control the traffic in the traffic support
system. The application is developed by the one of the biggest IT companies in Europe
especially for the Railway company. The basic information managed by the BGS application
can be read, modified, created, deleted, released, and withdrawn. The SUT is tested after each
release. The web application is Java based (JEE6) and counts 12,263 LOC. This SUT hence has
more LOC, than in the previous case study of SOFTEAM [14].
The web application consists of three layers: the interface layer, the service layer, and the
persistence layer. The interface layer contains the GUI and a Java Message Service (JMS)
receiver. It is set up with PrimeFaces2 and Java Server Frames (JSF3). The service layer is the
layer between the interface and the persistence layer. Finally, the persistence layer, enables
communication with an Oracle database. Sending data to other applications takes place through
JMS from the service layer.

2
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Manual test approach
The existing test approach used for the described SUT is manual and contains a test plan with
a corresponding test suite of 100 test cases. After a change in the application, the SUT will be
re-tested and all the 100 test cases are used to execute regression tests. The test cases are
structured as follows: precondition, action, and expected results. To have an indication of the
quality of the test suite, the company has defined a functional test coverage criterion to provide
the business (customer) information about the coverage of the realized tests. The functional
coverage is clearly preferred by the business instead of code coverage.
This functional test coverage is measured by logging the executions of the SUT. The web
application BGS has 251 explicit functionalities. When executing any of these functionalities
through the GUI level of the web application, this is logged. In this way, it is possible to
calculate functional test coverage after executing the test suite.
The test suite is maintained in a quality management system. In this system, the test cases
are grouped based on functionalities from the use case.
TESTAR: A GUI-level test approach
TESTAR4 is a traversal-based scriptless test
Scan GUI get
Start SUT (A)
GUI actions (C)
approach for automated testing at the GUI level.
widget tree (B)
It carries out automated testing following the
test cycle depicted in Figure 1. The cycle
Yes
Yes
consists of the following steps: (A) TESTAR
Select actions (D)
starts the SUT. Thereafter it will (B) scan the
GUI using the accessibility API of the operating
More
No
More actions?
sequences?
system. This API provides information about all
the widgets that are available in the state that the
Execute actions
(E)
GUI is in. TESTAR uses this information to (C)
No
No
derive a set of possible GUI actions that a user
can execute in the current state s’ of the SUT.
Subsequently, TESTAR randomly selects an
Stop SUT (G)
Ja
Fault?
Check oracles (F)
action from this set (D) and executes it (E). This
makes the SUT go into a new GUI state s´. This
TESTAR
new state s´ is evaluated with the available
oracles (F).
Fig. 1. The operational flow of TESTAR [22]
If no fault is found, again the set of possible GUI actions for the new state s´ is derived, one
action is selected randomly and executed. This continues until a fault has been found or until
some stopping criteria is reached (G). The GUI state is retrieved using the accessibility API at
the Operating System level. In each state, all widgets are combined in a tree structure, the
widget tree [1, 21].
Subjects in the case study
Three subjects (test practitioners) were involved. These subjects were certified technical or
functional testers working at case companies.
Within the companies, a technical tester is considered to have knowledge of programming
(reading and writing code) and understands the operation of an application; moreover, he or she
can view and interpret the logs of applications. A functional tester, on the other hand, tests the
SUT through the GUI level and has limited knowledge on the technical implementation of an
application.
The technical tester subject is identified as subject 1 and is graduated with a master’s degree
in computer science. This subject has 7 years of experience with software testing, of which 2
4
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years in the rail sector. The functional tester subjects are identified as 2 and 3. Subject 2 has
twelve years of experience with functional software testing and worked all these years in the
rail sector. Subject 3 has four years of experience with functional software testing. Again, all
four years the subject worked within the rail sector. Subjects 2 and 3, with a functional tester
profile, have bachelor degrees in another field than computer science.
The SUT has been under development for two years. Subjects 2 and 3 have been involved
from the start. All subjects have tested the SUT at least once.
Phases of the case study
Our study consisted of a number of test phases: preparation, execution, and evaluation.
Preparation phase
The preparation phase consisted of deployment, training and hands-on learning.
• Deployment (implementation) involved setting up the test environment such that the GUI
widgets of the SUT were properly detected by TESTAR and execution of actions on the GUI
could be automated in a sandbox.
• Training included reviewing the user manual and viewing an instructional video about
TESTAR. Subsequently, three sessions of training were given. After the three sessions, the
level of knowledge was measured using a questionnaire.
• Hands-on learning made the subjects work towards a configuration of TESTAR that was
applicable to start testing the SUT. Basically, this consisted of defining action filters and
oracles. The final working version was used to test the SUT and the results were evaluated
with the exit criteria. This review took place together with the trainer.
Execution phase
Both TESTAR and the manual test approach were compared in this case study. TESTAR was
run three times. Twice to prepare and once to test the SUT. The following section discusses the
data collected from the runs.
Evaluation phase
At this stage, the results of the output were analyzed for both test approaches.
3.2.

Variables and metrics

Effectiveness
Effectiveness shows the ability of a test approach to detect faults in the SUT [17]. Some studies
evaluate test approaches by injecting known faults into the SUT [12] and calculating the
(injected) fault detection rate. In this study, it was not allowed to inject faults into the SUT
because this would represent a risk in the test environment for other projects, because there is
a complex IT landscape and the applications are connected with each other. Hence, we used
surrogate measures like coverage [1, 20, 23, 24] to measure the percentage of the total code of
an application has been tested with the test execution. In our study, effectiveness was measured
in terms of:
• Number of detected faults during testing with both test approaches.
• Severity of the faults detected in the SUT were ranked using the categories that the company
uses normally. These categories are based on the impact of the fault when released in the
production environment. They consist of: cosmetic (low), disturbing (middle), serious (high),
and production-blocking (top).
• Functional coverage of both test approaches. This was measured by dividing the number of
tested functionalities by the total number of functionalities.
5
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Finally, the three subjects were interviewed with semi-structured interviews [17] to
complement our measurements with qualitative data.
Learnability
We studied the learning process using the level-based strategy method from [1] and [19]. This
method enables us to investigate the learnability step by step. The levels we distinguished were:
reaction, learning, and performance:
• Reaction: interviews and observations were used to evaluate how the subject reacted to the
learning process. After the training, the level of knowledge was examined using a
questionnaire (open questions).
• Learning: the hands-on learning process was recorded in a working diary. This way all
activities, and the time needed to complete them, were logged. Using the log and observations,
knowledge growth was measured.
• Performance: the TESTAR version, delivered in the hands-on learning process, was checked
using exit criteria based on the hands-on learning process. The criteria were defined as
follows:
o The protocol (Java code) can be compiled;
o In the previous case studies at least 24 hours and 50,000 actions were required to be ready
for execution.
Efficiency
Efficiency was measured by monitoring the required time needed for the test activities of the
preparation, implementation, and evaluation phases. During the execution, all observations
were also recorded in a working diary [1, 8, 12, 13, 19-21, 23-26].
Subjective satisfaction
Subjective satisfaction is measured using reaction cards and semi-structured interviews. Semistructured interviews were conducted with all subjects. Questions and topics were related to
ease of use, understandability of the user manual, positive/negative reactions, loyalty and
overall satisfaction.
Reaction cards are a collection of words (e.g. too technical, time-saving, stressful, efficient,
high quality, etc.) that have been used successfully to measure subjective satisfaction [27].
Subjects are asked to choose those words that come closest to their experience when using and
learning the tool. The subjects had the opportunity to choose five keywords that they associated
with the test approaches.

4.
4.1.

Results
RQ1: Effectiveness of both test approaches

The first research question relates to effectiveness of TESTAR when used in the described
industrial context and compared to the current test approach.
Functional test coverage
Functional test coverage was determined using the logs generated by the SUT. When executing
a determined functionality, the SUT registers its status and details in a log file. Table 1 shows
that the functional test coverage of TESTAR is between 33% and 80%. The functional test
coverage varies because it depends on the duration of the test and the number of actions per test
sequence. The third run achieved the highest functional coverage of 80%. In comparison with
TESTAR, the manual test approach only had a functional coverage of 73% (see Table 2). This
6
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is the first study and context where functional coverage or TESTAR outperforms the manual
approach.
In runs 1 and 2, TESTAR ran for 18 and
33 hours, respectively. These runs were
experimental and intended for the
training phase. In run 3, TESTAR ran for
71 hours. Although TESTAR needed
time to achieve high functional coverage,
no human resources were needed.

Table 1. Run results of TESTAR
Run
1
Duration
18
Number of sequences
276
Functional coverage
33%
Number of actions
21,377
Number of faults
0
Reproducibility
-

2
33
12
51%
47,487
1
No

3
71
192
80%
98,081
2
Yes

Faults found and severity
As shown in Table 2, TESTAR detected four faults with random action selection, three of which
were reproducible. In contrast, the manual test approach did not detect any faults. The types of
the reproducible faults that were found by TESTAR were: null pointer exception, functional
fault and concurrent modification exception.
All four faults were previously unknown and unique. They were assigned high severity since
they forced the end user to restore the application for further use. The criteria for assigning the
severity is based on the impact of the fault on the business processes and the end user. In this
context, the end user must do actions, therefore the faults are classified as high (serious). The
severity-level is defined this way in the context of the case organization and the subjects
classified the faults based on the criteria similar to their daily practice.
Table 2. Effectiveness of both test approaches

TESTAR used random Description
Manual test
All runs of
action selection. Random
approach
TESTAR
selection has no limitations Number of faults detected
0
4
and clicks anywhere on the
Impact of the fault(s)
HIGH
GUI level. Run 3 is an Reproducibility fault(s)
3 out of 4
example that random Functional coverage
73%
80%
selection is capable of Required time for preparation
43
44
achieving high functional
Run times
6
71 (run 3)
coverage. However, in the Required time evaluation / analysis 2
5
context of this case study
the company was impressed with random that again turned out to be effective [29].
Qualitative data
Based on the interviews, we find that the subjects feel that the manual test approach provides
more structure and focus, since the effectiveness of TESTAR depend on the configurations and
settings. However, they appreciate the fact that TESTAR can test automatically, and offers a
variety in the coverage of functionalities. This allows for a higher functional test coverage to
be achieved.
Finally, it appears that the preparation of both test approaches takes a similar amount of
time, although TESTAR can test the implementation without the use of resources; see Figure 3
for the qualitative comparison between both test approaches.
Summarizing, the effectiveness of TESTAR is deemed higher compared to that of the
manual test approach: more faults were found, and the functional test coverage was higher.
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4.2.

RQ2: Learnability of TESTAR

The second research question looks for answers related to the learnability of TESTAR for test
practitioners in the described industrial context.
Reaction – learning TESTAR
Initially, the test approach and purpose of TESTAR was not entirely clear to the subjects.
According to them, this information was not described in the user manual. Their first experience
made them somewhat skeptical about TESTAR. However, during the training sessions, while
the subjects practiced using TESTAR, their skepticism disappeared, and their enthusiasm grew.
The subjects gained more of an understanding of the test approach of TESTAR. This is valuable
feedback for the TESTAR team to enhance the manual and make people enthusiastic.
Concerning the training and the time needed. The level of understanding that the participants
had of TESTAR in order to be able to start testing proved sufficient after training. Altogether,
learning TESTAR took about 10 hours
Learning – hands on learning process
Although the subjects encountered challenges during the learning process, the trainer’s support
solved all the problems, enabling the subjects to effectively learn. The subjects configured
TESTAR separately and created oracles (suspicious titles and crash) and filters (filtering exit
and browser buttons). Later, they merged the TESTAR modifications and came to one modified
version.
Subjects 2 and 3 worked together because they struggled to edit the protocol having less
programming experience. Finally, during the hands-on learning process, the subjects’
knowledge level grew. Particularly after solving the problems, they gained significantly more
knowledge about TESTAR.
Performance of TESTAR
The first version ran for 18 hours and was validated with the defined exit criteria. In the second
run of TESTAR, the protocol and oracles worked well. To meet the exit criterion regarding test
actions (more than 50,000) we needed to run TESTAR autonomously for longer than 33 hours.
Consequently, with 33 hours, the exit criterion regarding the hours (more than 24 hours) was
also met.
In the third run, TESTAR ran autonomously for 71 hours, and the exit criteria were reached
(see Table 2). The run was discussed with the trainer, and we then decided to change the settings
of TESTAR. The aim of this was to achieve more effectiveness.
4.3.

RQ3: Efficiency of both test approaches

The third research question investigated TESTAR’s contribution to the efficiency when used
in a real-life industrial context and compared to the current test approach.
Table 3 shows the duration of each of the phases in this study. For the manual test approach,
this was data obtained from measurements. For TESTAR, a working diary was kept which
recorded the activities of the three subjects in each phase together with the time they spend on
them.
The efficiency results show that the preparation time for the two test approaches is similar.
During the preparation phase of TESTAR ten hours were spent on training to level up the
knowledge of the subjects. This time is a one-time investment. TESTAR autonomously spends
71 hours testing while the manual test approach takes 6 hours to complete. However, as
TESTAR needs no human resources to execute the tests, the test execution has no additional
human costs.
8
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The time spend during the evaluation phase of TESTAR was evidently higher than that of
the manual test approach, since the latter did not find any faults. For each of the faults found
with TESTAR time was needed to reproduce them and find their type.
Table 3. Time required for the phases
Manual test approach
Phase
Preparation phase
Detail intake
Specify

Execution phase
Evaluation phase

4.4.

hours
43
8
35

6
2

TESTAR
Phase
Preparation phase
Implementation phase
Training phase - reaction TESTAR learn
Training phase - learning
process - hands-on
Training phase - performance exit criteria
Execution phase (run 3)
Evaluation phase (run 3)

hours
44
2
10
17
13
71
5

RQ4: Subjective satisfaction

The last research question is about the satisfaction of the subjects.
The interview results and response cards
Based on the conducted interviews, we found the following.
Easy to use. The subjects were satisfied with the logging facilities of TESTAR. In this
context, the state graph was found to be very useful because it provides an overview of the
executed test actions. The subjects reported that "regression testing with TESTAR could save
time on maintenance of test cases compared to the manual test approach". This is because after
a change, they experienced the maintenance and adjustment of test cases as labor-intensive with
the manual test approach. Also, the subjects found the flexibility of TESTAR to be good,
because it is easily transferable in various test environments.
Understandability of user manual. The manual was found to be insufficient to understand
TESTAR. Although the user manual was improved after the other studies, it still is not clear
enough for the industrialists in this case study. The academics were urged again to put more
effort into a clear manual.
Positive/negative reactions. The subjects’ first impression of TESTAR was less positive,
because the purpose of the approach was unclear to them and did not fit with their traditional
ways of automated testing. Now that they were faced with a completely different test approach,
they needed explanation and guidance. They were not familiar with the functionalities and
possibilities of TESTAR. Their doubts further increased when they initially encountered the
user manual. Because the way of working remained unclear. However, after the training, they
developed a positive impression of the approach. This included the explanation during training
and the run results that were booked. The subjects gained more confidence from the results that
were achieved.
Loyalty. The subjects were asked if they would recommend the tool to the management and
to colleagues. The first subject would definitely recommend the tool to management; the second
subject wanted to wait to do so; and the third believed that TESTAR should have a chance to
develop.
Finally, the response cards showed that TESTAR and the manual test approach were
generally associated with keywords that have a positive charge. The manual test approach also
contained one negative point: "time-consuming in use". In addition, the subjects found
TESTAR too technical in use, because of the protocol which needs programming skills.
Overall, the subjects in the real-life setting were equally satisfied with both test approaches.
9
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5.

Threats to validity

Construct validity reﬂects to what extent our operational measures really represent what is
investigated according to the research questions [30]. The learnability evaluation was based on
a four-level strategy and we used logs for the learning level. Most of the collected data was
based on subjects’ responses (interviews, post questionnaires, working diaries). However, in
order to reduce possible misinterpretations of formulated questions and answers gathered, data
analyzed and interpreted by the second author was also validated by the subjects. Regarding
effectiveness and efficiency, we used well-known defined metrics used also in the previous
studies.
Internal validity is the extent to which a causal relationship between the variables is
justified [30]. To mitigate this threat:
• The interviewees were informed about both the interview itself and the interview topic. As a
result, they had enough time to prepare and were less quickly surprised by a question. This
reduced the likelihood of unnecessary mistakes.
• The interviews took place in an area where no others were present. If a colleague or manager
had been in the room, then the subjects would have been likely to give socially desirable
answers. Furthermore, the anonymity of the subjects was ensured.
• The (semi-structured) interview questions concerning effectiveness and satisfaction were
formulated to be open to obtain input from the subjects. We actively requested details of the
activities and events that the subjects had experienced. Moreover, the critical incidence
method was applied [30 p.230]. Finally, the interview questions and results were reported to
allow for replication.
External validity concerns the generalization of results [30]. As indicated before, this
research is context-driven and hence not undertaken with the goal of generalizability. However,
the more studies of this type we do, the more chance of eventual generalizability will be
established through secondary studies.
To ensure the reliability of the research, all the procedures, questions, logs, were reviewed
by another researcher.

6.
6.1.

Discussion, implications and conclusion
Discussion and conclusion

In the current literature, four case studies have reported on an evaluation of TESTAR in an
industrial setting. In this case study we did an evaluation with a java web-based application
(BGS), which is untypical for TESTAR. Because TESTAR was developed for desktop
applications. Also, the rail sector is untypical compared to the previous case studies.
One case study in the literature (SOFTEAM) showed that the difference in preparation time
between test approaches was approximately equal and execution of manual test approach took
1 hour [12]. While TESTAR took 77 hours without the use of resources. The results of our
study are similar. TESTAR was used to test for 71 hours, and the manual test approach for 6.
For future work, it is interesting to compare in more companies to see whether the preparation
time for both test approaches are approximately the same, but TESTAR can be executed without
the use of human resources.
During the training, the subjects without a technical background needed more time to learn
the oracles. It appears to be too difficult for functional testers with limited programming
experience to learn to extend the protocol and develop oracles. Also, the case study in the
literature showed that the subjects has some difficulties with programming oracles [12]. An
important question that rises here is whether we can expect test engineers to have programming
skills. It sounds almost logical, but in practice is turns out that not all testers have programming
skills.
The main question of this research was as follows: How does the test approach of TESTAR
compare to that of the manual test approach?
10
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Looking at the results, the test approach of TESTAR was found to be more effective and
efficient than that of the manual test approach. This was because TESTAR detected more faults
than the manual test approach, and also showed higher functional test coverage. Thereby, the
test execution can be realized without the use of human resources.
Regarding satisfaction both test approaches were found to be identical. TESTAR needs
improvements in user-friendliness, as it is too technical in use, and some points could improve
its usability. On the other hand, TESTAR was found to be learnable. It scored significantly
higher on the variables of effectivity and efficiency compared to the manual test approach.
6.2.

Theoretical and practical implications

A limitation of this type of research is that the results cannot be fully generalized, since a single
case study was conducted. When the research is placed in a broader perspective, it appears that
the results only apply to a Java-based web application. However, the study was very useful for
technology transfer purposes: some remarks during the interviews indicate that TESTAR would
not have been evaluated in so much depth if it would not have been backed up by our case study
design. For follow-up research, it is advisable to repeat this research with a multiple case study
and with different types of applications, so that the results can be generalized. Finally, having
only a few real subjects available, this study took several weeks to complete and hence we
overcame the problem of getting too much information too late.
In this study, TESTAR was compared to the manual test approach. In further research it is
advised to involve a second GUI testing automation tool. In doing so, the results of the case
study could be explored in a broader perspective than only comparing it to the manual test
approach.
The benefits of both test approaches can be extracted and combined during testing. TESTAR
can be used to perform flexible and automated regression testing, while the manual test
approach can be used to test a specific scenario. Based on this complementary use, cost and
resources can be saved. Based on this case study the company will use TESTAR
complementary with another test approach. In the future, the company is interested in followup research to determine if it can replace the current test approaches.
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